Wiring a hot rod

Scared of wiring? Hot rod wiring doesn't have to be thathard to do. These instructions and tips
will keep your hotrod running well and from burning down! If you have anything you would like
to see in the Hot Rod Wiring area, let us know! Have questions? Let us know! Are you a
professional and have more insite, or would like to change something? You'll want to keep up
on what's new! If you have any tech articles to add and want to be famous , click here. We are
currently trying to get everything up on the site! Please hang with us as we get everything
loaded All advice and instructions are intended to be basic guidelines and not intended for use
by individuals who are not experienced in that field. You should contact the manufacturer of any
product or tool you are using for complete instructions. You should also use the appropriate
safety equipment for the tools and products you are using. No portion of any of these articles
may be used without the written permission of How-To-Build-Hotrods. So there. We are getting
stuff up every day. So keep checking back! Tag us on your favorites list or put us as your home
page! This is a classic scenario: Joe S. Rodder takes his budget roadster down to the local
wiring guy to have a new wiring harness installed, and the quote is for 40 hours of labor! After
catching his breath, all our pal Joe can think is, what could possibly take so long? The truth is
that nice wiring jobs, the kind that help a car run all day and look good sitting still, take time.
Even if Joe started with one of the fine kits on the market today, such as the Painless Wiring kit
shown here, he would find that the job takes at least 40 hours. It takes a lot of work to install a
wiring harness, work that most people never see. Details like where the fuse block is placed in
the car, how it's mounted, how the wires are run, how the connectors are installed and more all
contribute to how the final product looks and works. To learn all this and more, we went to
Fred's Wiring in Ontario, California, where Fred Ingle and his crew tore into wiring one nameless
yet rusty roadster. Even if problems do appear, the chances of finding them are better with a
clean installation. Electrical gremlins are probably one of the most frustrating automotive
problems, so the time spent wiring your car correctly will keep you on the road, instead of on
the side of the road with a flashlight in your hand. Most rodders struggle with where to start
wiring a car. If you've never wired a car, it is hard to picture where to place the fuse block.
Usually, the best place is under the dash on the firewall. This makes the fuse block easily
accessible and simplifies running the wires to the rest of the car. Velcro, fasteners and
welded-on brackets are commonly used to mount the fuse block, but Fred's used
fiberglass-reinforced epoxy to glue a fuse-block bracket to the firewall. This eliminates any
unsightly holes or welding damage, yet provides a permanent mount for the block. Once the
fuse block is mounted, running the wires to their respective areas is the next task. The Painless
Wiring kit comes with the wires prebundled, but Fred's recommended using bundles of eight
wires or less, so some of the bundles were redone to reduce the number of wires. The wires
were located in the car to minimize their exposure to extreme heat and wear, both of which
could cause a short. Fred's also used small adhesive-backed wire anchors for holding wires to
vertical surfaces. The adhesive was scraped off and epoxy was used to mount the anchors
permanently. These pieces are available at electrical supply houses for less than a dollar each.
As the wiring was placed in the car, zip ties were used every few inches to hold the wires neatly
together. Fred's used a zip-tie gun to get even tension and clean cuts on all the ties. All the
wiring bundles were run through the car to their proper locations before any cutting and
crimping started. This was because it was inevitable that some wires would have to be rerouted
around obstacles that arose during the job. Always make sure everything is in its place before
cutting, since this will prevent the dreaded splicing of wire later. After all the bundles were
positioned, the wires were cut to length and the Painless Wiringâ€”provided solderless ends
crimped on. Having a quality crimping tool makes all the difference when putting solderless
ends on wire. For a superclean look, use shrinktubing over the connector and wire mating point.
Fred's used solderless connectors without the plastic cover, so all the ends have shrinktubing
on them, but it works just as well on the plastic- covered ends. Finally, a test light is critical to
fine-tune the entire system after you think you have finished. Electricity is quite simple: It flows
from positive to negative, leaks at the point of least resistance a short and makes nice stuff look
and smell bad when it shorts. Therefore, you need to work smarter than electricity which
shouldn't be that hard and make your wiring system as clean and efficient as possible to avoid
these problems. All that takes is time and knowledge, both of which you now have! Close Ad.
Will Handzel writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Don't miss out on this opportunity to
join one of the best rodding communities in America! Featuring: classics for sale , free-topic
forums , experts' advice , builders corner , carshows , blogs , videos , complete service
directory , auto parts swap-and-sell , and much more! Whether you are a dealer looking to sell
your rides, or just someone looking to share your hobby, this is the place for you! If you have a
Hot Rod that you think may need to be rewired the first thing to do is evaluate the wiring
system. A lot of the older builds have either a wiring harness that was pulled from an old car or

if you are working on a later model car the wiring harness may be the stock harness. You will
want to look for wires that have been poorly spliced together and also for signs of corrosion. A
poorly wired vehicle is easy to spot under the hood and under the dash. Once you have decided
that you want to rewire you Hot Rod now it is time to do some research and decide which
harness you want to install. There are many harnesses on the market today and most all are
good quality. All are great quality and easy to install. All the new harnesses use the spade fuses
and all wires are labeled from end to end. If you are wiring a new build the instruction manuals
that come with the harnesses will show you how to wire everything from top to bottom. Just
follow the instructions and you will have no problems. Take your time. Disconnect the battery if
you have one. If you are rewiring a hot rod make sure that as you remove the wires from
existing components that you are able to read where the wires go. If not take a few minutes and
label the terminals on components so that you will know where the new wires need to go. You
can remove the old harness and then start installing the new harness. Or you can just go in and
change one wire at a time. The change the wire one at a time method will be slower than
removing the old harness completely and starting the install of the new harness. Whichever way
you feel more comfortable is the way you should go. You will need a few items for the install.
Electrical tape, Electrical connectors, Wire stripper, A volt meter in case you have some issues
that require trouble shooting, Zip Ties small, A Heat Gun and heat shrink tubing. I prefer to use
the heat shrink tubing to cover my electrical connections instead of the electrical tape. If you
are doing a new build you will need a hole saw unless you already have a hole through the
firewall. Now that you are ready to begin select the location where the fuse box will be mounted.
Uncoil all the wires and split the wires into three sections. Now mount the fuse box and run the
sections that you just split to the front, rear and interior of the Hot Rod. Once you have this
done now you can start wiring the Hot Rod. I usually start with the engine compartment. You
will see once you get started that there are very few wires that control the engine functions.
Once you have this done you can progress one wire at a time until you have all the wires
connected. As always there will be wires that you are not going to use depending on what
options your hot rod has. I would terminate these wires but leave them long so that you can add
components at a later date. Once all the wires have been connected you can connect the battery
and start the validation process. Verify that all fuses are in place and in good condition. Start
the car and validate all functions are operational. Then take a minute and smile. Your first rewire
is complete and there are no issues. Go ahead you can do it with StreetRodding. Project
comments will be below the pictures, additionally each picture may have it's own comments
and discussions. Sign in to comment. Join Free! No thanks. Find Your Street Rod This field is
required. Year View All Items For Sale. Search In. Please Note: This diagram was designed for
12 volt systems, but can also be used for 6 volt systems. If used for 6 volt, make all the wires
heavier by 2 gauges. For example 14 gauge wire will become 12 gauge, 10 gauge will be 8
gauge, etc. Wire hot rod lights? The one automotive job we all dread is the wiring. Yet, with help
from this how-to book even the neophyte mechanic can install a wiring harness. Dennis
Overholser, longtime technical specialist for Painless Performance Products and avid hot
rodder, walks you through nine chapters sure to clear away your fear of electricity.
Photo-intensive, hands-on sequences document and help explain the installation of both an EFI
harness on a late model V-8, and the installation of a complete harness kit into a newly built hot
rod. With pages and over color photos, this wiring book is the electrical bible you need for that
next electrical project. Topics include: the basics of DC electricity; installation of additional
circuits; choosing and installing the best battery, starter and alternator; installation of the
gauges; finding and installing a new EFI harness; and wiring a complete scratch-built hot rod.
Follow Us on Flipboard. The Dreise Steampunk Hot Rod was recently finished after a year long
build, this is a Chevy modified to fit onto a custom built frame with hand built sheet metal and
parts. We started with a basic kit from "Painless" including the fuse block and some wiring. As
with most of our projects additional wiring had to be added for the other components we chose.
Depending on the qty of items your Super Rod will be equipped with and the amount of
amperage draws of each item will determine the correct sized Alternator to be installed. Each
chosen component will require its own amount of electrical current to be fused accordingly for
protection. Proper placement in a hidden location is vital while maintaining serviceability.
Keeping items away from heat sources like this Fuel injection brain box is mandatory. To start
our installations we always choose the fuse block location first. As seen we located the main
fuse panel in the trunk behind the side panels we built. This will allow easy access yet unseen.
We fabbed a fuse panel support bracket on an angle for easy access. Our project has trunk side
panels so we will not see any of this wiring. We chose to run the main harness through the
rocker panel at the bottom of the qter panel window opening. Using a 2 inch hole saw he cut a
clearance hole to get it done. At the original front kick panel location we came up on an angle

from the very end of the front inside rocker panel which makes a nice entry location back up in
to the car for the under dash wiring. As seen just below the bottom door hinge "red arrow" Luie
built a saddle for protection and to eliminate metal burrs that could rub the wiring during
installation. He finished it off with a trim panel that covers the door hinge opening and
incorporates a nice oval transition flange on the upper section for the wiring to slip through and
also be protected. Luie simply folds back the edge and feeds the conduit on to the wire, note the
electrical tape on the end of the wires as this keeps them from hanging up on an edge and is
also used for a pull wire or rope to attach to when working the wires through the openings. This
conduit is available from Waytek. Once the conduit was installed we ran the wires through the
hole we drilled earlier. We then used a pull string to feed it through the length of the rocker and
in to the interior of the car. Once installed you can see the feeds coming off to their perspective
areas. Shrink wrap all soldered connections. Often it will be necessary to hide parts such as this
starter solenoid in hidden areas like this one behind the door jamb at the back of the passenger
front fender. We installed this behind a fender splash apron for easy access then ran the wiring
through the pass side rocker to the trunk mounted battery. We then ran the starter feed through
the frame over to the hi torque starter. Back up to the dash we have ran some preliminary wires,
as seen on the different knob controls we marked the sheet metal to their perspective locations
to keep track of everything. Our project is fuel injected with a medium rise tunnel ram intake.
This allowed us some room to run hidden wires for 8 injectors and other wires for the front of
the motor. On Fords with the distributor in the front this is even harder to do. Once completed
we will wrap the wires with black shrink tubing to hide them even more so they go undetected.
Large 1 gauge wire for battery cables can be purchased in bulk. Be sure and measure the cable
as Copper has gotten expensive and many MFGs are putting a thicker plastic coating on the out
side but the copper cable is reduced to smaller then the recommended 1 gauge. The selected
knob controls are roughed out with extra wire to trim back to the correct length once the
component has been wired. Wire ties and clamps hold it all together to keep it aligned and tight
but all will be hidden behind panels to the human eye. The dash knob harness is shown here
and as seen the tiny black wire ties hold it all in place. Once all the selected components are
wired and all is tested you can wrap the harness with electrical tape. Some builders believe it to
be beneficial to leave the harness unwrapped so that if you ever need to add a component or
service the harness it is easier to snip the vinyl ties in that area and run a new section instead of
razor blading away all the sticky black tape and its residue. The use of a label maker for marking
each wire to its component is important. Some kits come with the component name stamped on
the wires but only the main components are accounted for on the kits and the tiny lettering is
hard to read. This is best for quick reference in and under a dark dash or sub assembly. Many
times as in this case a new switch is needed but the old style knob or custom knob is desired to
match the interior. Therefore a change over is needed. As seen Luie disassembled the new
contact switch and it is ready to reassemble to the original style knob. The red arrow shows the
old short shaft and black shows the longer custom made shaft to accommodate our original
Ford knob system. The brain of the fuel injection unit is mounted in a special made holding
bracket up under the dash away from any heat source for easy access allowing service any time
needed. The top view shows separate fuses as the fuel injection unit is a stand alone electrical
system and comes with its own fuses and relays. When you have chosen to use an original or
older style steering column they are not equipped with emergency flasher systems. Therefore
we had to fabricate an isolator with diodes to incorporate the painless brand emergency flasher
system. These parts are available from Radio Shack. The Painless system main fuse only
allowed one lead and is rather large. So we chose a Waytek fuse holder to allow extra items and
fabricated a side bracket attached to the main panel. Little brackets such as this u-channel are a
nice item when holding up wiring away from other components. We simply used a push in clip
that has a slot built in it for a wire tie to slip in and around it. Once installed and tightened
simply snip the vinyl tie end off short. Two batteries were used to power up the car and the
stereo separately, located in the same position left and right side for weight balance. The 1
gauge battery cable runs up and around the trunk perimeter to the right side second battery and
is covered with the rear trunk panel. As seen the taillight wires were also ran the same way.
Another nice item to use are these European snap plugs which are water proof for any thing
that may be subject to moisture and or humidity. Tail light pig-tails are a pressed in item on
many older cars. They need to be carefully cut away and removed as the corrosion they
encounter make these original plugs not worth using. There are many replacement lamps and
as seen you may have to file the tail light housings to fit a new socket. We tested then bent the
prongs over in place on this original housing which is now ready for install. The same goes for
the head lights, always replace and rewire for new connectors. Shrink wrap all terminals as
these can be subjected to rain and or moisture regularly. Crossing the head light harness from

side to side works best under the radiator support cross section. We installed it on top for fit
purposes and to show you location. As seen the head light and other front end wires were ran
under the drivers front fender lip above the tire. We built a cover for these to hide and protect
them from tire debris. On fuel injection projects do not forget to run the wires for the O2
sensors in the headers. You will have to weld the bungs on the end of the header on the angle
that is best to hide your wiring. Time to try out the wiring by powering it up to see if all is OK.
Never wait to test the wiring once the car is all done. Pre-testing is cheap insurance and a
starter pack works great for this. All is well and we are ready to go. Wiring Share. A main
Junction block was installed under the dash to feed different components. As seen the bezel
and orig knob fit and she is ready to install with her new contact assembly. Failing to take the
proper precautions or to use the right tools can put you you in danger. Common dangers
include electrocution and possible electrical fireplace. Basic Hot Rod Wiring Diagram from
When you use your finger or perhaps follow the circuit together with your eyes, it may be easy
to mistrace the circuit. A single trick that I actually use is to printing a similar wiring picture off
twice. Sometimes, even in case you shut away power, some cabling can be connected to be
able to another circuit and hence may nevertheless pose a risk of electric shock. The best
approach to easily instal cables is to straighten them out first. Amperage Rating or perhaps
Amp needs to be able to be checked for all electrical wiring and devices. Before putting in or
changing cabling, one must have got the right amp score for all those circuits. Regarding
example, a amp circuit should have the right-gauge wiring in order to prevent fire threat.
Grounding provides the safe path with regard to extra electric current to be able to pass in
circumstance of a mistake or any some other issue. An individual need to make sure enclosing
all cabling connections in suitable electrical boxes or perhaps clamps. Enclosures safeguard
the connection since well as typically the people from accidental contacts with those
connections. There usually are various different sorts of wires accessible in the marketplace
â€” Heat proof, Fire Resistant, Industrial Grade etc. Ensure that you choose the right wire for
your need. You must be logged in to post a comment. Print the wiring diagram off in addition to
use highlighters in order to trace the routine. Facebook Tweet Pin. Six Tips for electrical wiring
1. Uncoil Cable connection The best approach to easily instal cables is to straighten them out
first. Amperage Rating Amperage Rating or perhaps Amp needs to be able to be checked for all
electrical wiring and devices. Grounding Wire connections Grounding provides the safe path
with regard to extra electric current to be able to pass in circumstance of a mistake or any some
other issue. Correct Wire There usually are various different sorts of wires accessible in the
marketplace â€” Heat proof, Fire Resistant, Industrial Grade etc. Leave a Comment Cancel reply
You must be logged in to post a comment. Do you know just enough about wiring to get into
trouble? Don't worry, it's not that hard And with these tips, we'll help keep you out of trouble!
Everyone pays attention to the hot side of the electrical system. But for it to work right, it needs
good grounds! Example: Have you ever turned your headlights on and the turn signal indicators
on the dash light up? If the headlights don't have a sufficient ground, they're going to try to
ground through anything, even the turn signal lights. Putting batteries in the back of the car can
cause even more problems if not done right The worst thing you can do is ground that battery
on a body bolt. What you want to do is run a grommet through the floor and take the ground
cable and stick it on the tailshaft on the transmission or run it to a bellhousing bolt, just like if
the battery was up front. Some professionals suggest grounding critical components like the
headlights, taillights, and dashboard directly to the engine block or transmission, or to a
common ground. Especially on older cars with older metal. Many professional auto electricians
will run ground wires from a unit to a common grounding point in an older car, just like in a
fiberglass car. That way, there is no question if your ground is good, and it's just 1 extra wire
Then put all your grounds on there, including the one that goes to the engine block, and put it
on that ground bolt. Then tighten a second nut on there and you're ready to go. Once, a buddy
and me were going to a show in his '26 Buick roadster. It was built much like a T-bucket and it
had an electric fuel pump. It was wired in correctly, and grounded by screwing into the frame by
the pump. We were about 50 miles out, and the pump quit What happened was the older metal
of the frame simply wasn't carrying the current well enough. The pump overheated and shut
down. Fortunately, he had some extra wire and we screwed one end to the ground wire at the
back and ran it to the front where we attached it to the negative side of the battery. The pump
started back up after it cooled down and we were trouble-free all the way there and back. When
we got home he wired it in neatly and never had a problem after that Any time a wire goes
through sheetmetal or anything like that, it should go through a grommet. The same goes for
fiberglass. There are some sharp edges and little pieces of glass in it. Fasten down wires so
they can't flop around. A wire allowed to dangle on an exhaust manifold is going to short out.
Dirt and vibration will wear through wires fanned out on a floorboard. Professionals go to great

lengths to tie up wires and protect them from their environment. A few minutes of securing
them can prevent hours of repairing a damaged system later on. Don't mount fuse panels in the
trunk because it puts too much wire in the system and causes too much voltage loss by
stretching the wires out way too long. Try to keep the electrical in the upper driver side under
the dash. Each fuse in a wiring harness may protect an individual circuit, but the wire that feeds
the fuse panel the heart of your electrical system needs its own protection. There are various
things to protect that wire fusible links, breakers, maxi fuses, etc. There is lots of discussion on
what's the best, but they all work fine. But, whatever you use, it needs to go close to the power
source to protect the system. It doesn't do anything if it's inside the car next to the fuse panel. A
fuse or fusible link doesn't protect the fuse panel- it protects the wire that feeds it. That protects
your electrical system Alternators can go out in dramatic and sometimes disastrous ways. It's
very common for the diode bridge to go out, and when it does the alternator shorts out. If you
don't have the power circuitry protected, your electrical system and everything else can go up
in smoke. Switches do have their limits. Like the wires and fuses in a system, it can handle only
so much current before it fails. For example, a headlight switch may have enough capacity to
handle normal sealed-beam headlights. However if you start getting some of those high
intensity bulbs that pull watts or more, then you're starting to overload their capacity. That also
goes for the existing wiring. A relay is simply a very heavy-duty switch that does the job of a
smaller switch. It lets the switch be just a trigger. Though we used the headlight switch as an
example, relays have lots of uses. There is a reason that all new cars today have quite a few
relays. Electric fans, electric fuel pumps, horns, etc. They're easy to install Just look at the other
articles in our 'Hot Rod Wiring' section for diagrams and how-to's. As the saying goes, you're
never done with a car until you sell it or die. Whether changing or adding to them, people often
want to add components to existing circuits. While OEM and aftermarket wiring manufacturers
combine several components on single circuits, they take things like current draw, wire gauge,
and fuse capacity into consideration. For example: adding accessories to an existing circuit
may require a greater-capacity fuse, which may cause problems if that fuse's capacity exceeds
the capacity of any single wire in that circuit. The wires in a circuit are a certain gauge size. The
fuses are there to protect those wires. That's why there are different size fuses. They will blow
before the wires will melt. Small gauge wire? Bigger wire? And so on. So, if you try to add
something else to a circuit and put in a bigger fuse, it now won't protect those smaller wires.
Now if a wire finds ground or its electrical unit goes out, the wire may catch fire without ever
blowing its circuit's fuse. If a fuse panel is labeled to take a 10 or 15 amp fuse, don't over fuse
that circuit because it's that way for a reason! It takes a 10 or a 15 amp fuse because that's what
the wires in that circuit can handle. When people add something to a curcuit, then put a bigger
fuse in because the circuit keeps blowing, all they're doing is taking away the protection to that
circuit. Now a fire can start Instead, consider an accessory fuse block. They're cheap, and easy
to wire in And, if you're thinking about a new wiring kit, go with a bigger panel than you need.
It's just a few extra wires, and you'd rather have a few extra wires than not enough. In most
cases people need a system bigger than they thought. There really isn't much difference in
price for good wire and not so great wire. But people buy not so great wire because they don't
know what good wire is or where to get it For years the normal wire insulation was PVC. It was
relatively tough, flexible, and inexpensive, and it does a so-so job. PVC however is a
thermoplastic. Thermoplastic tends to oxidize and brittle with age. The new, good wire has
cross-linked polyethylene insulation and is far more durable yet doesn't cost much more. It's
insulation is a thermo-setting plastic and remains pliable and resists oxidation and abrasion far
more than cheap wire. The good wire also has another benefit: more and finer strands.
Electricity flows along the surface of a wire and not through a wire. So, a wire of equal size with
more and finer strands can carry more current. You may find it in quality automotive stores. Any
quality internet wire and terminal company will have good wire. Plus quality terminals,
connectors, heatshrink tubing, etc. Try these suppliers: Just look for "cross link insulation" in
the wire description You can usually also buy spools of wire from them. Wiring Tips Wiring Bad
grounds are the number one cause for problems. If something stops working or just doesn't
work right, it's usually a ground problem. Your system is only as good as it's grounds.
Protection is everything No matter how good a wire's insulation is, it doesn't stand a chance if
it's installed badly. Tips to laying out an electrical harness. Isolate your electical system. That
wire needs something to protect it. Don't overload switches. The solution: Use a relay that pulls
its power directly from the power source. Don't add to existing circuits in the fuse panel! Now
you have a fire Buy good wire! Like everything else in this world, there are varying degrees of
wire quality. Well here you go We've all seen cheap wire that's cracked and brittle even when it's
not that old You don't want that It also withstands far greater temperatures. The good wire can
handle degrees. Cheap wire begins to fail at degrees. Normal engine temperature Which would

you rather have in your engine bay? Ok, so where can I get it? Wiring always frustrated me,
even the simplest layout can be confusing. The diagram included everything I needed when I
built my first roadster, with exception of an ammeter amp meter. With thanks to Mike Bishop
and Vern Tardel, I have taken liberties with their model and have slightly revised it. Here are the
revisions I have made: - I added an ammeter in series, a lot of people are confused where to
wire it. The fuse to relay to horn wires should be heavier then the switch to relay wire. He had
them backwards on the original diagram. Click the picture to enlarge. This was designed for 12V
systems, but can be used for 6V also. If used for 6V, make all the wires heavier by 2. For
example 14 gauge wire will become 12 gauge, 10 gauge will be 8 gauge, etc. Update, Sept This
posting is by far the most popular of my posting. Obviously there is a need for this info. Another
Note: you can drag the drawing to your desktop folder to save it or print it. Posted by AJ Elias.
Labels: do-it-yo-self , tech Newer Post Older Post Home. The Virus Ford roadster --gets in your
blood. Our Car Club Plaque How we made it at home! Mostly a tinkerer, I like to figure out how
things work, and what stuff they are made of. View my complete profile. DVDs for your viewing
pleasure. Post Labels A-V8ers 5 about your driver 8 car show 15 chicks 3 Daytons 17
do-it-yo-self 8 ebay 2 flathead 2 funny ha-ha 7 Goldie 1 it's history man 6 parts 12 Petersen
Museum 3 tech Follow LAHotRod. But, you can certainly feel it if any part of your body suddenly
becomes a conductor. What makes the Ron Francis system unique is the diversity of what you
can do with it combined with the added bonus of how easy it is to install. The Ron Francis
Express Wiring System can be installed in nearly any vehicle from classic musclecars to street
rods to off-road vehicles. Each of these Express systems has circuits along with 16 fuses. Each
system includes high-quality, heavy-duty wire insulation standard feature that stands up to high
temperatures and harmful elements like ozone and even fire. Each wire is clearly marked for
proper installation. Switches, relays, and sockets are also of the highest quality. Each wiring
system is serialized for quick identification and technical support. You've never seen an easier
electrical system to install and service. Ron Francis Wiring was founded and is run by hotrod
enthusiasts with a lot of experience. As you might imagine, these guys apply what they've
learned over a lifetime of expierence. The Express Wiring System is hub and spoke for easy
installation and troubleshooting. Both companies create extraordinary wiring systems, parts
and accessories for hotrodders, which make them an unbeatable duo. When Bowers was
presented with the opportunity to acquire Ron Francis Wiring, he jumped at the chance and
quickly merged both companies under the same umbrella. The Ron Francis Express Wiring
System is engineered to make an automotive electrician out of anyone because everything is
simple and straightforward including color coded and marked wiring and easy-to-understand
wiring schematic and instructions. The multi-connection battery junction box yields 16 fuses
and circuits. Thanks to color coding, it becomes virtually impossible to make a mistake if you
follow the schematic properly. Although it may look like a lot to deal with at first, follow along
and see just how easy it is to become a wiring pro. A resistor can be viewed the same as a water
valve. Start closing the valve and you increase resistance to flow. This is basic automotive
electricity design engineered to safely do what an automotive electrical system should do. Turn
signal and hazard warning flashers are incorporated into the junction box. The Ron Francis
Wiring System takes the confusion out of wiring a hot rod. California Muscle Cars, which is
currently wiring up two '32 Ford Dueces, follows the Ron Francis schematic and wiring color
codes to the letter, which makes wiring a hot rod straightforward and easy to do. All it takes is
one act of carelessness to leave you on the roadside or frantically searching for a fire
extinguisher. There are as many approaches of installing electrical systems as there are
enthusiasts and each of us has our own way of doing it. Wiring should be wrapped and bundled
in the interest of neatness, access, and safety. Do a mock-up first routing the harness where
you're confident it's going to be located. Take the shortest paths possible to reduce voltage
drop and any unnecessary tension on wiring. Use zip ties to temporarily bundle wiring. Allow
plenty of slack because once you cut wires you're stuck with the result. Avoid any contact with
sharp edges where chaffing can occur. Never leave wiring unprotected no matter how protected
it might seem. What makes the Ron Francis Express system so worthwhile is the versatility of
what you can do with it combined with how easy it is to install. Wiring routed through frame
rails and body cavities may seem protected and out of the way. This is why all wiring must be
wrapped, insulated, and protected. You can never be too careful. Another concern is wire size
gauge. Although Ron Francis has given these systems bullet-proof research and development
in creating a fully-functional system, only you know how much of an electrical load each circuit
will actually carry. The longer the path and higher the amperage, the larger the wire size needed.
When wire size is too small for the load, resistance to current flow abounds and heat builds
quickly. When you perform the mock-up, it is time for circuit testing and an operational check of
all systems. Testing is simple. It either works or it doesn't. Take your mock-up item by item

following the schematic and wire identification. If something doesn't work, double check your
your connection and check for proper grounding. Proper wire size boils down to two major
factors: wire length and amp draw. The lower the AWG number, the larger the wire. The AWG
number is the actual wire size, not including the insulation. Wire size also corresponds with
connector size. Vinyl covered connectors are color coded based on wire size. Blue is AWG.
Yellow is AWG. Heat shrink connectors are also color coded the same way. Wire connectors of
all types are color coded based on the wire sizing. These interchangeable dies are good for the
five most common connectors - non-insulated, insulated, D-sub, open barrel, and all kinds of
spark plug terminals. The ratcheting crimp lock allows for perfect crimping like you'd see in a
factory-made harness. Failed connections happen via faulty installation, dirt, or corrosion.
Corrosion is caused by moisture, dissimilar metals, and contamination. The key to a
professional crimp is having enough copper wire extended beyond the insulation, yet no wiring
showing when it is inserted into the connector. Crimp tool should be dead center each side with
a solid crimp. Crimping is an art form that takes time to master. You can overpower the
connector doing damage or not enough squeeze and wires come loose. Compress the
connector and wire, then check integrity. Use heat shrink where possible for corrosion
prevention. Regardless of connector type, crimp should be dead center on the wire end with
deep penetration. Try it again. It is suggested you use heat shrink at each of your connections
to keep dirt and moisture out. Dirt and moisture lead to corrosion and poor continuity. This
means fuses, circuit breakers, main power switching, and plenty of insulation. Sockets that
short out and start fires are counterproductive. And another thing â€” light bulbs. Closely
inspect new bulbs and make it routine to inspect older ones with time. What really helps to
make the Express Wiring System so easy is the color coding and markings along with the
detailed wiring schematic. Wires and ends are inserted into appropriate multiplex plugs and
retained with barbed clips. Where multiplex plugs are not used, you may go with the connector
of your choice from the kit. Plan, and stay organized - stock up with a variety of anticipated
connectors, also available from Ron Francis. When you park the vehicle, kill the power. You
should also have a fusible link that melts and opens the main circuit should a short occur
anywhere in the system. Chrysler was always good about fusible links as main circuit
protection and as a safety measure. Install one between your battery and the main power lead
into your Ron Francis junction box. You want as many lines of defense as possible when it
comes to insulation. Electrical tape first, then braid wrap as your first line of defense against the
elements and any potential chaff risks. Once you have your wiring routed properly, wrap
percent of it in heavy-duty electrical tape, then use braiding available from Ron Francis Wiring
as a first line of defense. Employ rubber grommets where wiring passes through bulkheads.
You should have multiple ground leads between the body and chassis hidden out of sight.
Fabricate your own power cables from Ron Francis stock by simply cutting to proper length and
soldering the ends as shown here. Once the solder cools and hardens, a solid connection is
achieved. You must have pure surfaces, hospital clean, and fill the connector with solder. Keep
it molten with the mini-torch and insert cable. This works great for both power and ground
leads. This is the most basic element of electricity. Electrons do all of the grunt work. Voltage is
the push â€” most automotive electrical systems are volt systems, although a lot of vintage
applications are 6-volt. Some newer cars are going upwards of and volt systems. The Ron
Francis systems are designed to help the do-it-yourself builder all the way to the professional
shops. They really help take the mystery out of wiring with straightforward and easy to follow
schematics. Plus, if you get stuck â€” the serial numbered system and their top notch tech
support are there if needed. Resistance is measured in ohms and is the actual resistance to the
flow of electricity which in turn, causes heat. With most automotive applications, there is an
acceptable amount of resistance. Headlights consume the greatest wattage or perhaps a
powerful subwoofer. When you have high consumption accessories such as discharge
headlights or a powerful sound system, you need an electrical system that can keep up. When
we get into higher amperage ratings, we generally go from fuses to circuit breakers. Headlights
are sometimes circuit breaker protected where the circuit breaker cycles headlights off and on.
Alternating current maintains its punch over great distances. Direct current is good for short
distances and lower voltage applications. Alternating current reverses direction in its flow path.
Direct current travels in a straight line. In automotive electrical systems, direct current flows
from negative to positive. The final steps and testing are wrapped up and ready. We're getting
excited to see our new wiring system in action. Key is to take your time, pay close attention to
what you are doing, and stay organized and follow the plan. Installed completely in a weekend
â€” cleaned up and almost ready to hit the open road! Yet you can still show your buddies that
you did it all in your home garage. Build your own custom newsletter with the content you love
from Rod Authority, directly to your inbox, absolutely FREE! We will safeguard your e-mail and

only send content you request. We'll send you the most interesting Street Rod articles, news,
car features, and videos every week. We promise not to use your email address for anything but
exclusive updates from the Power Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors Advertising. Latest
News. More Stories. Subscribe Now. We think you might like No thanks. Classic Chevy
Magazine. Corvette Enthusiasts. Don't miss out on this opportunity to join one of the best
rodding communities in America! Featuring: classics for sale , free-topic forums , experts'
advice , builders corner , carshows , blogs , videos , complete service directory , auto parts
swap-and-sell , and much more! Whether you are a dealer looking to sell your rides, or just
someone looking to share your hobby, this is the place for you! If you are building your
StreetRod from the ground up or rewiring you Classic Car here are a few tips to help you with
the process. There are many great products available that help to make the process painless.
Everyone pays attention to the hot side of the electrical system. But for it to work right, it needs
good grounds. Good grounds are a must and if you are building a fiberglass car you will not be
able to get by without multiple grounds. Bad grounds are the number one cause for problems. If
something stops working or just doesn't work right, it's usually a ground problem. Check your
grounds. Example: Have you ever turned your headlights on and the turn signal indicators on
the dash light up? If the headlights don't have a sufficient ground, they're going to try to ground
through anything, even the turn signal lights. Putting batteries in the back of the car can cause
even more problems if not done right The worst thing you can do is ground that battery on a
body bolt. What you want to do is run a grommet through the floor and take the ground cable
and stick it on the tail shaft on the transmission or run it to a bell housing bolt, just like if the
battery was up front. Some professionals suggest grounding critical components like the
headlights, taillights, and dashboard directly to the engine block or transmission, or to a
common ground. Especially on older cars with older metal. Many professional auto electricians
will run ground wires from a unit to a common grounding point in an older car, just like in a
fiberglass car. That way, there is no question if your ground is good, and it's just 1 extra wire
Then put all your grounds on there, including the one that goes to the engine block, and put it
on that ground bolt. Then tighten a second nut on there and you're ready to go. Your system is
only as good as it's grounds. Protection is everything No matter how good a wire's insulation is,
it doesn't stand a chance if it's installed badly. Any time a wire goes through sheet metal or
anything like that, it should go through a grommet. The same goes for fiberglass. There are
some sharp edges and little pieces of glass in it. Fasten down wires so they can't flop around. A
wire allowed to dangle on an exhaust manifold is going to short out. Dirt and vibration will wear
through wires fanned out on a floorboard. Professionals go to great lengths to tie up wires and
protect them from their environment. A few minutes of securing them can prevent hours of
repairing a damaged system later on. Tips to laying out an electrical harness. Don't mount fuse
panels in the trunk because it puts too much wire in the system and causes too much voltage
loss by stretching the wires out way too long. Try to keep the electrical in the upper driver side
under the dash. Isolate your electical system. Each fuse in a wiring harness may protect an
individual circuit, but the wire that feeds the fuse panel the heart of your electrical system needs
its own protection. That wire needs something to protect it. There are various things to protect
that wire fusible links, breakers, maxi fuses, etc. There is lots of discussion on what's the best,
but they all work fine. But, whatever you use, it needs to go close to the power source to protect
the system. It doesn't do anything if it's inside the car next to the fuse panel. A fuse or fusible
link doesn't protect the fuse panel- it protects the wire that feeds it. That protects your electrical
system Alternators can go out in dramatic and sometimes disastrous ways. It's very common
for the diode bridge to go out, and when it does the alternator shorts out. If you don't have the
power circuitry protected, your electrical system and everything else can go up in smoke. Don't
overload switches. Switches do have their limits. Like the wires and fuses in a system, it can
handle only so much current before it fails. For example, a headlight switch may have enough
capacity to handle normal sealed-beam headlights. However if you start getting some of those
high intensity bulbs that pull watts or more, then you're starting to overload their capacity. That
also goes for the existing wiring. The solution: Use a relay that pulls its power directly from the
power source. A relay is simply a very heavy-duty switch that does the job of a smaller switch. It
lets the switch be just a trigger. Though we used the headlight switch as an example, relays
have lots of uses. There is a reason that all new cars today have quite a few relays. Electric
fans, electric fuel pumps, horns, etc. Don't add to existing circuits in the fuse panel! As the
saying goes, you're never done with a car until you sell it or die. Whether changing or adding to
them, people often want to add components to existing circuits. While OEM and aftermarket
wiring manufacturers combine several components on single circuits, they take things like
current draw, wire gauge, and fuse capacity into consideration. For example: adding
accessories to an existing circuit may require a greater-capacity fuse, which may cause

problems if that fuse's capacity exceeds the capacity of any single wire in that circuit. The wires
in a circuit are a certain gauge size. The fuses are there to protect those wires. That's why there
are different size fuses. They will blow before the wires will melt. Small gauge wire? Bigger
wire? And so on. So, if you try to add something else to a circuit and put in a bigger fuse, it now
won't protect those smaller wires. Now if a wire finds ground or its electrical unit goes out, the
wire may catch fire without ever blowing its circuit's fuse. Now you have a fire If a fuse panel is
labeled to take a 10 or 15 amp fuse, don't over fuse that circuit because it's that way for a
reason! It takes a 10 or a 15 amp fuse because that's what the wires in that circuit can handle.
Buy good wiring harness Like everything else in this world, there are varying degrees of wire
quality. There really isn't much difference in price for good wire and not so great wire. But
people buy not so great wire because they don't know what good wire is or where to get it Well
here you go For years the normal wire insulation was PVC. It was relatively tough, flexible, and
inexpensive, and it does a so-so job. PVC however is a thermoplastic. Thermoplastic tends to
oxidize and brittle with age. We've all seen cheap wire that's cracked and brittle even when it's
not that old You don't want that The new, good
2005 chevy cobalt fuel pump
2012 chevy cruze blower motor
fluval 404 parts
wire has cross-linked polyethylene insulation and is far more durable yet doesn't cost much
more. It's insulation is a thermo-setting plastic and remains pliable and resists oxidation and
abrasion far more than cheap wire. It also withstands far greater temperatures. The good wire
can handle degrees. Cheap wire begins to fail at degrees. Normal engine temperature Which
would you rather have in your engine bay? The good wire also has another benefit: more and
finer strands. Electricity flows along the surface of a wire and not through a wire. So, a wire of
equal size with more and finer strands can carry more current. Project comments will be below
the pictures, additionally each picture may have it's own comments and discussions. Sign in to
comment. Join Free! No thanks. Project Pictures Project comments will be below the pictures,
additionally each picture may have it's own comments and discussions. Find Your Street Rod
This field is required. Year View All Items For Sale. Search In.

